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Problem I (12 points): Consider the following mathematical expression in parenthesized infix
notation.

a',(btc-dle*f)lG-h) (1)

(a, 4pts) Please draw the expression tree for (1).
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(b,4pts) Please give both the prefix and the postfix representations for the expression (1), both of

(c,4pts)

which only have variables and operators. 
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Problem 2 (5 points): Please explain what is the Al&kma Paradox, using an example OK
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Problem 3 (8 points): Consider the follgr4ring graph:R-offiB,H17B P,f!"\l^A**.
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(a, 4pts) Please draw the depth-fust search tree for the above graph, processing the neighboring ver-
tices of each vertex in numerical order, starting at vertex l.
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m (b, 2pts) Using the DFS tree in part (a), flnd a one-way street assignment for the graph in Figure I-{ on page 3, i.e., please orient the edges so that the resulting digraph is strongly connected.

Please draw your orientation of each edge in Figure 1, using a different arrow head for those

arcs that correspond to edges in the DFS tree.
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(c,

Zo \"-
Zpts) Please 3-color the graph of Figure 1 on page 3. Please use the colors Red, Green, BIue, and

place color assignments next to vertex numbers in Figure I'

Problem 4 (8 points): Please consider the 3-D cube graph with the 4 additional edges {2,5},
{2,7}, {3,5}, {3,8}.

Please draw a subgraph that is homeomorphic to K5, which denotes the complete graph with 5

vertices.
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Problem 5 (4 points): Consider the following Lindenmayer system: C -+ cYZ, c -) c, Y -+ 14,

h-+h,Z-+inW,i-+i,n-+n,W -+aCh,a)a. Pleasewritedowntheflrst4newgenerationsof
strings starting with C.
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X -+ cYZ -+ chZinW -+ chinWinaCh -+ chinaChinacYZh



Problem 6

5 pts)
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Here one starts with a square, whose side length is 1 and draws the edges from the midpoint, which

is the root of the tree, to the bottom vertices of the square, which are the root's children.

In the second iteration, one places 2 squares of side length I centered at those 2 children and

again draws 4 edges to the 4 bottom vertices. The process continues with 4 squares of side length

{, who have their centers at the 4 tree vertices.

5 pts) Please give the total length Li of all line segments in the tree after i iterations,

where L1:1D,.
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Please give the accumulated area of all squares with dfshed

overlap areas only once. Note thatAl : t an!42: 1+ i.
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